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Presidents Report
Grant
April saw a month with Easter and ANZAC
holidays thrown in the mix giving some extra
days for those afflicted by the working curse to
go flying ☺. However, as I was away on holiday
in the South Island, all I know is that I had
stunning weather down there, but no model
flying! I’m told the weather here was a bit more
of a mixed bag, but there was still a good bit of
activity which is good to hear.
I believe the Float Plane day went ahead with the early flights getting the
best out of the weather before windy conditions stopped play. A big
thank you to Gordon for doing the organising bit and especially sorting
out the drama around access keys! I heard the Taranaki boys were up
for the weekends float event and also enjoyed some extra flying on
ANZAC Monday at the club field. Note, visitors are always welcome to
fly at our strip, but it preferable they be accompanied by a club member
to ensure the fences etc. go up correctly when leaving.
That point leads me to comment about the fence again. I managed to go
for a fly late afternoon midweek (last week) and discovered at least four
fence standards that had been left tangled or ready to let the tape slip off.
Enquiry lead to finding out that a member had had assistance putting the
fence up and that’s where the problem lay. Thus my plea is to ensure that
if you have help putting the fence up, make sure everyone knows how
it’s supposed to look! Thanks.
Aprils Club night was very successful according to the feedback I have
received. A big thanks to Peter McGregor for presenting a great talk on
turbines, jets and foam aircraft etc. I was particularly disappointed I
missed it!
Mays Club night features our club member & guest speaker Warwick
Underwood. Warwick will be presenting a talk of tales around his life
hanging underneath parachutes, along with his many experiences
working in his career as an Aviation Engineer. This will be an interesting
insight into another side of aviation that we don’t often hear about. As
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always, please bring along your current and finished projects and any
items of interest for show and tell.
This month there are a number of events to note on the calendar. Firstly
Matamata club host the Annual LMANZ (Large Model Association) flyin at their club on Sat/Sun 14th-15th. This is always a well attended event
and draws a good crowd of modellers from across the regions. If you
want to see a variety of bigger models flown, this is a good opportunity
not to miss. If you want to partake in some flying, take a look at the
LMANZ website https://www.lmanz.co.nz/ for details and their $10
membership.
There’s also Scale Aerobatics at Galatea and Pylon Racing at Pukekawa
that weekend (14-15th) with a Vintage meeting at Tuakau the following
weekend.
To roll out the end of the months activities, HMAC have our monthly
club fun fly event on the 29th May. This month we have dedicated our
fun fly to an Aces Stik Aerobatics competition. Run by Wayne, there is a
separate article in the newsletter spelling out all the details you need to
know. If you don’t have an Aces Stik, don’t worry, I assure you this will
be a magnificent spectator sport and should not be missed.
Right, that’s my lot for yet another month. Remember, safe flying is no
accident, so please take care starting, handling and flying your models.
Cheers Grant.
__________________________________________________________
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Message from the
treasurer:
Alan
Just a reminder that I am still waiting on
15 subs to still come in.
Those members will know who they
are.
If you do not intend to rejoin the club
and MFNZ would you please let me know by email
alan48linda47@gmail.com. I can then advise MFNZ that you have
resigned and they can take you off their mailing list.
Thanks to all other members that have renewed their subs.
__________________________________________________________
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Aircraft I Dream About— the Ford 15P
Bruce Pickering
In November 1933, the US Government challenged the aviation industry
to develop an $800 aircraft that just about anyone could afford, fly, and
maintain. The concept suited Henry Ford’s idea of a Model T of the air;
a long standing quest to make aircraft ownership possible for the average
person. He desired to make an aircraft that was simple, affordable, and
easy to fly. Recognised as a titan of industry, Ford planned to apply his
ability to mass produce motor vehicles to building aeroplanes.
Consequently, in 1936 his company developed a two seat flying wing
named Model 15-P. It was powered by the famous flathead Ford V8,
modified for aircraft use. The engine itself was revolutionary for the
time; block and heads cast in aluminium to reduce weight, it produced
115hp at 4000 rpm, compared to 75hp of the car engine. Most parts were
standard, the idea being that spares could be obtained from any Ford
auto repair shop. The engine was not the only radical thing about this
aircraft however.

The engine was placed directly behind the pilot and passenger, driving
an enclosed propeller shaft that ran between the occupants. Some years
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later Bell adopted the same type of propulsion for their P-39 Airacobra.
A mock up of this unusual aircraft was made in 1935 and the prototype
was completed a year later. The 15-P, the brainchild of Harry Karcher
and Gar Evans displayed a significant departure from traditional aircraft
design. The fuselage was steel tubing skinned with aluminium, while the
wings were of aluminium structure, covered with fabric. A 57 litre fuel
tank was housed in each wing. Large landing lights were incorporated in
the fully faired main undercarriage legs. A castoring tail wheel was sited
at the rear. More than anything, though, what made the aircraft unusual
was its shape.
The 15-P was a tail-less flying wing with a tear-drop shaped fuselage, in
which the pilot and passenger sat side by side. Dual controls and
centrally mounted instrumentation allowed for flying from either seat.
Access was via a canopy that was hinged down the centre, and a hinged
side window that opened forwards. Small elevons were fitted at the wing
tips, flaps were inboard and between the two were what was described as
“drag rudders.”

Three air scoops, one each side and one on the top centre line, were
provided for cooling air to the radiator, which was positioned behind the
engine. Three rows of louvres behind the radiator allowed air to exit
from the engine compartment. From the little information available the
aircraft apparently had a wingspan of 10.5 metres and a length of 4.3
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metres. Gross weight was said to be 726 kg; top speed was estimated at
195 kph.
Purportedly, Ford Motor Company’s head pilot Harry Russell made
several flights. Controlling the aircraft was problematic. One major
concern was positioning the centre of gravity. With the engine mounted
behind the centre of gravity, it appears that adjustments were made
possible by sliding the seats fore and aft. The control issue was not
solved before the aircraft was damaged in a landing accident. What
remained was placed in storage unrepaired until four years later; in 1941
Henry Ford requested that it be used as a basis for an autogyro.
Eventually, the autogyro never flew because its design was considered to
be unworkable. Whatever was left of both experiments eventually
disappeared.
So would the 15-P make a good subject for a model? Not really, unless
you just wanted something to put on the shelf for display, but it is
interesting enough to learn about all the same. Unless...if you brought
the centre of gravity forward and incorporated some reflex in the
wing...hmmm.
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Taranaki Champs New Plymouth
Easter Weekend
Brendon Robinson
3 days of competitions held in New Plymouth over the Easter Weekend.
We had flyers from Whangarei, Auckland, Rotorua, Hawkes Bay all
compete in the various events over the weekend.
One of the best turn outs at this Easter competition in years, so much so
that parking at the site was at a premium.
Three absolutely stunning days of fine weather with little wind.
Some of the new team race pilots got valuable tutoring from the more
experienced pilots to guide them to both enjoy the racing and learn the
techniques required for the races.
We even had a NZ Junior record set in the Slow Goodyear Class – Well
done Nathan Walker.
Thanks to the New Plymouth Club for the well prepared venue and all
the helpers that made the competition happen

New pilots under guidance from a more experience pilot
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The stunt plane line up
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Spectators watching the Slow Goodyear Final

The tireless task of timekeeping for the racing
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Club Day on 29 May will feature
aerobatics with Flying Aces Sticks!
Wayne Cartwright
Our Club Day this month is delayed until 29th May due to clashes with
LMANZ, Aerobatics and Vintage events. However, it will be worth the
wait because it will feature our first aerobatics contest for Flying Aces
Sticks. This will be very low key and aimed at having a lot of fun. It
should be hilarious for spectators as the contestants try to achieve
recognisable manoeuvres with models that are definitely not intended for
aerobatics.
This event will probably be a world’s first. Alas - it is unlikely that the
rest of the world will care.
Rules
1. Model is a Flying Aces Stick that conforms (loosely) to the
HMAC plans.
2. The sequence of manoeuvres listed in the Schedule is flown
(attempted?) once or twice – optionally with both in one flight, or
in two separate flights. The best score will count.
3. All manoeuvres are flown parallel to the strip and are centred.
(This is the intention but Flying Aces Sticks do not always
cooperate.)
4. All manoeuvres are scored out of 10 with no K factors. (As a
kindness, manoeuvres that deserve less than zero are ignored.)
5. A NOTAM to 1200 ft will be in place for those who decide
(foolishly) to attempt very large manoeuvres.
Organisation
CD (Contest Dictator), Judge, and Receiver of Bribes:
Wayne Cartwright
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Prizes:

1st three chocolate fish
2nd two chocolate fish
3rd one chocolate fish

Start time:

11.00 am.
Contestants arriving later may incur
appropriate but secret penalty deductions.

Schedule:
Two loops
One roll (as axial as possible)
Stall turn
Immelmann (half loop up and half roll)
Reversal (half roll and half loop down)
Inverted flight minimum 3 seconds
Touch and go (wheels on ground 3 seconds)
(Take-offs and landings are not scored and may be performed in private,
thus avoiding embarrassing spectacles.)
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“Corona reCeivers”

I wonder if any of the club’s more “mature” members might have some
Corona receivers for sale? These were marketed by Hobbyking, but
discontinued some years ago, when some loon said 2.4 G was all that
was needed. Flying off salt water as I do, I have to replace these little
gems every year or so, and I plan to continue with my cheaper “long
wire” equipment, now that I’m retiring, and have to watch the pennies.
They are “tuneable”, and I am after those in either the 40 mhz or 27 mhz
band. They were around $15 new when I was buying them, so I am
prepared to pay a reasonable
amount for them in good
(preferably new) condition.
Either 4 or 6 channel.

Kind regards,
Malcolm
m.r.foster@xtra.co.nz

__________________________________________________________
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RNZAF 85th Anniversary Fly over
A couple of pictures from the RNZAF 85th Anniversary flyover. The
first one taken by Grant is over Hamilton when the formation was all
still intact.

The second picture was taken over Hastings by Brett Robinson. If you’re
in the market for a second hand Warbird, don’t buy the Spitfire.
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BALSA USA 1/4 SCALE NIEUPORT 28C
WINGSPAN 80IN
26CC RCG ENGINE
ALL SERVOS
THIS MODEL IS A GREAT FLYER AND
HAS FLOWN AT WAR BIRDS OVER
AWATOTO FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS.
STILL IN GOOD CONDITION.
RELUCTANT TO SELL BUT DUE TO MAKING ROOM FOR NEXT
PROJECT A WW1 ALBATROSS 111 TO BUILD.
SELL $1150
PH 02102593002
PICKUP HAMILTON
ALAN
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__________________________________________________________
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Scale day at Waharoa
Alan
The scale competition at Waharoa was the first one for nearly a year due
to weather and Covid.
Saturday dawned a beautiful day without a cloud in the sky and no wind.
Kick off was 9am so everyone arrived early.
Gordon and myself were the only ones from Hamilton as Grant was still
on holiday and Lyndon was at Norsewood flying aerobatics.
Thirteen flyers turned up, 4 in Novice and 9 in Intermediate.
Gordon and I flew Intermediate and we called for each other.
In the first round the scores were average but in the next 2 rounds the
scores increased very well.
A beef patty and salad was provided for lunch which went down well.
The comp was all finished by 3pm.
Gordon finished in 7th place and I was 8th. The next Scale contest may
be in November so watch this space.
Cheers
Alan
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Float planes 24th. April
Gordon
The first float plane event for 2022 was held at Lake Puketirini (Weavers)
Huntly. While everyone was hoping for a good day the weather gods
decided, NO, we will have good weather for weeks and then turn it to
rubbish for the one day of your event.....gee thanks!!
However a good few turned up, got Phil’s rescue boat into the water and
flying commenced. The first hour and a half was quite good but then the
wind picked along with the odd rain squall so proceedings ground to a
halt late morning. Some good flights were made prior to the weather
imploding so all was not lost.
Our two intrepid visitors from New Plymouth, Keith & Ross turned up
with Keith having several unsuccessful attempts with some different
planes, better luck next time! One of his models, when floating back to
shore got trapped under the jetty and was getting beaten up on the top
surface by the wave action pushing it up into the base of the boardwalk!
Nature always seems to find a way to damage our pride & joys!
Malcolm Foster (ex. HMAC member) from Thames turned up and
showed us how it can be done with a couple of “home brew” electric
planes which flew beautifully in the adverse conditions. Just goes to
prove that lightweight planes are able to be flown in strong winds as
good as heavier stuff!
Lyle & I got in several good flights until conditions deteriorated. I
pushed for one too many resulting in a smack into the water on takeoff
resulting in a buggered wing...never mind, will make another wing, this
will be no. 4 for that aircraft in about 18 years! At least it still has the
original rudder....everything else has been replaced at least once!
It was very nice to see Mike O’Grady able to be bought out for a short
visit to have a catch up with some old mates, loved seeing you there
Mike.
As conditions had turned to s**t (sorry rubbish) we then knocked off
and went home to “regroup”.
Next floatplane day will be on June 19th. at Lake Kainui (D) Lake Road,
Horsham Downs. Put in your order now for some better weather!
(And some photos !....Ed)
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73rd WAIKATO FREE FLIGHT CHAMPS
Bernard Scott
Weather for Free Flight contests is always problematic, and can be a
case of stiff upper lips and play, play on lads. As part of the lead-up to
this year’s Waikato FF Champs, weather insurance was taken out. On
the preceding Thursday, an offering of one vegetarian pie, a packet of
Liquorice Allsorts, and a zero-sugar Coke was left on my hallway altar
to Ehecatl, the Aztec god of wind. Next morning it was gone and the
breeze had dropped a little. Thus encouraged, Friday evening’s
offerings were two packets of salt and vinegar chips, lamington squares,
and, because even a wind god has to watch his weight, some grated
carrot with assorted nuts.
The reverence paid off. Saturday morning arrived with conditions could
only be described as jus perfeck. From the 8am start to the 2pm
close … jus perfeck!! Fliers from Auckland, Hawkes Bay, and Hamilton
made the most of the calm in which maximum flights often landed in the
same paddock.
Electric powered E-36 was flown and this is a very satisfying event as
fliers, in NZ at least, are still on a level playing field with regard to
equipment and flying skills. This makes it a great event for new FFers.
Pleasing results are almost guaranteed since the event is still at the stage
where there are no dominant “experts”.
Good to see Jason Magill regularly back at the field, in top form with a
rebuild of Ron’s Love Child open rubber design. Will we also see a
rebuild of Ron’s Rubber Hubby, another top performing NZ design?
After place certificates were handed out a random prize, decided at the
CD’s whim, ended up with Bill McGarvey who has resurfaced at the
Champs after a long absence. Bill received firm instructions that the
bottle of wine was to be consumed only after returning home.
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Something out of the ordinary in the prize department was a laser-cut kit
of the 1950 design Sporty that had appeared on the cover of the February
AVANZ News. This kit was produced and laser cut by Richard Fallas.
It was agreed that it would go to the most noteworthy / impressive flight
of the competition. That turned out to be a flight by Jason Magill that
Richard described and smooth and effortless – sounds like Jason has
inherited some of Father Ron’s casual approach.
The 21st century WFFCs are a shadow of what they were back in those
mythical good ole days when event entries were numbered in the dozens,
yet it continues as an excellent chance for low-key flying and
socialisation. Hope to see you all, and others, at the 74th edition next
year.
Bernard Scott, CD
RESULTS:
CAT GLIDER
1 Kevin Barnes
3 Richard Fallas
5 Rob Wallace

2 Karen Barnes
4 Ricky Bould
6 David Ackerey

212
145
87

OPEN COMBINED
1 Jason Magill
540
3 Kevin Barnes
509
5 Rex Bain
451

2 Bryce Gibson
4 Rob Wallace

516
506

E-36
1= Karen Barnes
1= Bernard Scott
5 Kevin Barnes

260
360

1= David Ackery
4 Rob Wallace

804
643

2 Jason Magill
4 Richard Fallas

AGGREGATE
1 Bernard Scott
3 Bryce Gibson

315
165
133
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710
382

KIWI POWER
1 Bryce Gibson
3 Kevin Barnes

358
289

2 Bernard Scott
4 David Ackery

323
252

MINI COMBINED
1 David Ackery
360

Rex Bain preparing an Open Power model while trusty steed
Green Lightning stands ready.
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David Ackery ponders a small rubber design

Bryce Gibson and Robert Wallace had spaghetti for lunch
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Kevin and Karen Barnes display the recommended footware.
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When you are fed up with Hubby’s toys ….
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After a complaint at the North Island FF Champs that there
was no toilet, the
Waikato FF Champs were well prepared with a totally
portable toilet unit.
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ANZAC Aerotow Omarama 2022
Grant
After a number of years of thinking about it, I finally managed to be
hanging about in the South Island at the right time to combine my
holiday with some time spent at the ANZAC Aerotow meeting in
Omarama.
For those who haven’t heard of the event, it’s an iconic Model Glider
Aero Tow event held at Omarama, the home of full sized soaring in
South Island NZ. Omarama sits on the eastern side of the Southern Alps,
just a few minutes south down the road from Twizel and the Mckenzie
Basin. Omarama is well known internationally as a Mecca for Full Size
Glider soaring with the Southern Alps creating a stunning and exciting
flying location and backdrop.
This years event was partially affected by Covid I’m told, with numbers
slightly down on previous events. However this still didn’t stop a
handful of North Islanders making the trip across the Cook Straight and
travelling for another day down the length of South Island.
I’m not sure of the total number of pilots or gliders present, but there
were a lot.
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There also appeared to be just as many gliders hiding in trailers waiting
to be assembled as there were on the ground. I’m guessing many were
there as back up gliders. There were also a good half dozen tow planes
on the field including a fully Electric Tow plane!

The Tow planes were kept busy all day
As I was only there for the Saturday afternoon, I hadn’t sent (or taken)
any models down to fly, but with such an awesome flying site, my
fingers were definitely itching to get hold of a Transmitter. The
afternoon conditions were basically calm and warm (shorts weather) but
the thermals still had to be “found and worked” for good flight times.
The gliders ranged from ultra modern all glass high performance aircraft
to the vintage designs of the early thirties. Most of the models had
wingspans in excess of 4 to 5m…and then there were a couple of simply
huge size!
Of note from the tow aircraft side was Jonny Gardner flying a large
Citabria (or Decathlon?) with around 120cc or thereabouts up front.
Jonny did a mighty fine job of towing up pretty much everything that
wanted a tow on Saturday afternoon. As the main tow, I believe he burnt
some 10 litres of fuel up over the weekend. Well done that busy man.
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Jonny Gardner, a special round
of applause to this man

Ian Harvey’s ASK21
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Dave Griffin
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So what impressed? Well pretty much everything, from the weather, to
the models, to the location, to the flying… it was all good and I’m happy
I finally made it to see for myself what this event offers….As for next
year, well never say never!.
Grant.
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Semi scale Fokker Eindecker, scratch built, 4
servos installed. Never flown, no engine or
tank but would suit electric or 15 size nitro.
Floats or wheels.1100mm wingspan,
848mm fuselage..$95.00.
Allan Ward 027 274 1327
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________________________________________________________
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So what happened during April?

Gordon with his
Hurricane.
Looks better in the air…..
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Hamilton chair flyers
V
Matamata chair flyers
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Gordons Stosser

Lyndon has been getting
around a lot lately.
This time spotted at Matamata
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Mountain flying at Arthurs Pass.
There’s a real pilot in this one.

__________________________________________________________

Now from the bigger is better
department
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There’s giant scale and then there is gigantic scale. This RC Airbus
A380 has a length of 19.5 feet and a span of 20 feet! Powered by four
JetsMunt 166 turbines and controlled by 18 servos, this beast took
builder Christopher Ferkl three years (1700 hours!) to build. Check out
the excellent drone footage as this airliner takes to the skies.

https://www.modelairplanenews.com/gigantic-rc-airbus/
__________________________________________________________

HMAC presents this month in Aviation History
1 May 1960 – U.S. Air Force Col. Francis Gary Powers, piloting a
Lockheed U-2, is shot down over the Soviet Union by a surface-to –air
missile
5 May 1961 – Three weeks after Uri Gagarin makes the first manned
space flight, U.S. Navy Commander Alan B. Shepard becomes the
second man in space riding the Mercury 7 capsule to 115 miles above
the earth.
6 May 2006 – The US Air Force retires the last of the Lockheed C-141
fleet. The final “Hanoi Taxi” lands at the National Museum at Dayton,
Ohio, for a formal retirement ceremony.
12 May 2004 – The Israeli Air Force retires the last of their F-4
Phantom fleet from service.
18 May 2006 – The worlds largest airliner, the Airbus A380, lands for
the first time in the UK at London Heathrow airport.
21 May 1977 – Concorde makes a special trip from New York to Paris
to mark the 50th Anniversary of Charles Lindbergh’s historic flight.
Following the same route Lindbergh took in the Spirit of St Louis,
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Concorde completes the trip in just 3 hours and 44 minutes, compared
with Lindbergh’s time of 33 hours and 29 minutes.
22 May 1990 – The Luft waffe flies the Lockheed F-104 Star fighter for
the final time before its official retirement from service
25 May 1970 – The prototype Tupolev Tu-144 supersonic airliner
becomes the first commercial transport to exceed a speed of Mach 2,
reaching a speed of 1,335 miles per hour.
26 May 1942 – the prototype Northrop XP-61 Black Widow fighter
makes its maiden flight.
27 May 1961 – The first crossing of the English Channel by a VTOL
aircraft is made by the Short SC.1 flying from England to Paris for the
Paris Air Show.
30 May 1949 – The first use of the Martin-Baker ejection seat in a
genuine emergency occurs when pilot J.O. Lancaster ejects himself from
the Armstrong Whitworth A.W.52 “flying wing”. The seat performed
perfectly well.
30 May 2003 – The final commercial flight of an Air France Concorde
takes place.

Northrop’s XP-61
Black Widow
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Funky Cub Float Plane
This model has an 1800mm wing span
Has a 60 size ASP motor and seven servos.
This model can also be flown off land by adding the wheels.
It is a good flyer but now surplus as I have three other float planes.
Sell with motor - $500
Ph Alan 02102593002
Hamilton
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Parting Shot

This month’s parting shot is brought to you by Gordon,
showing us all how not to land a Stosser.
__________________________________________________________
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Coming Events 2022
What’s On
When and Where
May 2022
• HMAC Club Night Meeting
May 11, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• IMAC Scale Aerobatics Competition - Galatea
May 13, 2022 - May 15, 2022 @ Galatea Airfield, Galatea (Rotorua District)
• RC Pylon Racing Series end of season BBQ
May 14, 2022 - May 15, 2022 @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd,
Pukekawa
• Large Model Aircraft NZ AGM and Fly-in
May 14, 2022 - May 15, 2022 @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road,
Waharoa (Matamata)
• Vintage RC Contest and Rally
May 21, 2022 - May 22, 2022 @ Tuakau MAC
• RC Aerobatics Competition
May 22, 2022 @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
• HMAC Monthly Club Fun Fly – Aces Stik Aerobatics
May 29, @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road, Hamilton

June 2022
• HMAC Club Night Meeting
June 8, 2022 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
• Tauranga MAC World Famous Model Auction
June 12, 2022 8:30 am - @Classic Flyers Museum, Jean Batten Drive, Mt
Maunganui
• HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui, (Confirmed)
June 19, 2022 9:00 am - @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road, Horsham Downs
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All good things must come to an end

This is Grant on his way
home from holiday, and
back just in time for work.

Please refer to the clubs website for any
cancellations to programmed events
Next Flight Lines June 2022
June Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 1 June 2022

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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